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Abstract— Packet-level error models have great significance for
the design and performance evaluation of higher layer wireless
communication protocols. These models aim to characterize the
statistical behavior of bursty packet error sequences encountered
in digital wireless channels. In this paper, target packet error
sequences are generated by computer simulations of a coded
general packet radio service (GPRS) system with a typical urban
(TU) channel and co-channel interference. A general design
procedure of a generative model is then proposed by using
a properly parameterized and sampled deterministic process
with a threshold detector and two parallel mappers. Simulation
results indicate that the proposed deterministic process based
generative model (DPBGM) allows us to approximate very well
the characteristics of the target packet error sequences with
respect to the gap distribution (GD), error-free run distribution
(EFRD), error cluster distribution (ECD), error burst distribution (EBD), error-free burst distribution (EFBD), block error
probability distribution (BEPD), and packet error correlation
function (PECF). Importantly, it is shown that both the accuracy
and the efficiency of the suggested DPBGM outperform those of
a widely used Markov model.
Keywords— Error models, packet error sequences, burst error
statistics, deterministic processes, wireless protocols.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the evolution of wireless networks, the complexity
of communication protocols increases. For the design, optimization, and performance evaluation of higher layer wireless
communication protocols, it is essential to have a proper
understanding and an accurate modeling of network error
events [1]. In particular, a packet or frame error process which
describes the successes and failures of packet transmissions in
digital wireless channels is of primary importance. Therefore,
many researches have been performed for the development
of packet-level error models for characterizing packet error
sequences.
The description of the statistical behavior of bit or packet
error sequences can be performed by means of both descriptive
[2] and generative approaches [3]. A descriptive model describes the statistics of target error sequences obtained directly
from experimental results. A generative model specifies a
mechanism that generates error sequences with desired statistics [3]. Clearly, a generative model can greatly reduce the
computational effort for generating long error sequences and
therefore enables fast simulations.
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Traditional bit-level or packet-level generative models are
based on Markov chains [3]–[6] or hidden Markov chains [8]–
[11]. Especially, much attention was dedicated to simplified
Fritchman’s models (SFMs) [4], which belong to the finitestate Markov models with only one error state. Recently,
other promising mechanisms, e.g., chaos equations [10], [12],
stochastic context-free grammars [11], and sum-of-sinusoids
based deterministic processes [13]–[17], were successfully
applied to generate bit error sequences with good burst error
statistics. In principle, these bit-level generative models [10]–
[17] can further be extended to the simulation of packet
error sequences by properly tuning the involved parameters.
However, the accuracy of the resulting packet-level generative
models needs to be validated. The aim of this paper is to extend
the idea of [16] and develop a DPBGM for the simulation of
packet error sequences. A GPRS digital wireless network at the
radio link layer [18] is adoped to provide target packet error
sequences. Simulation results show that the proposed DPBGM
enables us to approximate closely all the desired burst error
statistics of the underlying descriptive model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the definitions of the terms and interested burst error statistics
related to binary packet error sequences. A general design
procedure of the proposed DPBGM is addressed in Section
III. Section IV presents the adopted GPRS system and the
resulting packet error sequences. In this section, the burst error
statistics of the underlying descriptive model, the proposed
generative model, and a SFM are also compared. Finally, the
conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. B URST E RROR S TATISTICS
For reasons of clarity, let us first introduce the terms
and relevant burst error statistics we use in this paper to
characterize binary packet error sequences. Of course, the
definitions of the terms were chosen in such a way that they are
convenient for the development of a generative model based
on deterministic processes.
A packet error sequence is represented here by a binary
sequence of ones and zeros, where a “1” denotes an error
packet, while a “0” denotes a correct packet. In consistent with
[16], a gap is defined as a string of consecutive zeros between
two ones, having a length equal to the number of zeros. An
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error cluster is a region where the errors occur consecutively
and has a length equal to the number of ones [4]. An errorfree burst is defined as an all-zero sequence with the number
of zeros equal to or larger than η, which is a positive integer
[5]. An error burst is a sequence of zeros and ones starting
and ending with a one, and separated from neighboring error
bursts by error-free bursts [5]. This implies that the minimum
length of an error burst is 1 and the number of consecutive
zeros within an error burst is less than η.
The above term definitions allow further observations: an
error sequence is the combination of consecutive error bursts
and error-free bursts, while error bursts can further be subdivided into gaps and error clusters. Consequently, an error
sequence can concisely be represented by listing the successive
error burst lengths and error-free burst lengths. It follows
that an error burst recorder EBrec and an error-free burst
recorder EFBrec are obtained. Here, EBrec is a vector which
counts successive error burst lengths, while EFBrec records
successive error-free burst lengths. Let us denote the minimum
value as mB1 and the maximum value as mB2 in EBrec . This
means that the lengths me of error bursts satisfy mB1 ≤ me ≤
mB2 . By analogy, the minimum value and the maximum value
in EFBrec are denoted as mB̄1 and mB̄2 , respectively. For
the convenience of developing the DPBGM in Section III, the
following quantities are necessary to further be defined:
1) Nt : the total length of the target packet error sequence.
2) NEB : the total number of error bursts, which equals the
number of entries in EBrec .
3) NEF B : the total number of error-free bursts, which equals
the number of entries in EFBrec .
4) NEB (me ): the number
m of error bursts of length me in
EBrec . Apparently, mB2
NEB (me ) = NEB holds.
e =mB1
5) NEF B (mē ): the numberof error-free bursts of length mē
m
in EFBrec . Similarly, mēB̄2=mB̄1 NEF B (mē ) = NEF B
holds.
6) RB : the ratio of the mean value MEB of error bursts to
the mean value MEF B of error-free bursts, i.e., RB =
MEB /MEF B .
7) ECGi : a vector which lists successive error cluster
lengths and gap lengths corresponding to each entry of
EBrec . Clearly, i = 1, 2, . . . , NEB . Note that each vector
ECGi has an odd number of entries, with error cluster
lengths as odd entries and gap lengths as even entries.
In relevant to binary packet error sequences, we are interested in the following burst error statistics [16]:
1) G(mg ): the GD, which is defined as the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of gap lengths mg .
2) P (0m0 /1): the EFRD, which is the probability that a
one is followed by at least m0 zeros [4]. From the given
GD, the EFRD can be calculated and vice versa. Clearly,
P (0m0 /1) is a monotonically decreasing function of m0
such that P (00 /1) = 1 and P (0m0 /1) → 0 as m0 → ∞.
3) P (1mc /0): the ECD, which is the probability that a zero
is followed by mc or more ones [4].
4) PEB (me ): the EBD, which is the CDF of error burst

lengths me .
5) PEF B (mē ): the EFBD, which is the CDF of error-free
burst lengths mē .
6) P (m, n): the BEPD, which is the probability that at least
m out of n packets are in error.
7) ρ(∆k): the PECF, which is the conditional probability
that the ∆kth packet following an error packet is also in
error.
It is important to mention that these burst error statistics will
later be used as the performance criteria for the evaluation
of the developed generative models in Section IV. In general,
one generative model is preferred to another if it better fits
the important statistics, e.g., the BEPD and PECF, of the
underlying descriptive model.
III. T HE G ENERATIVE M ODEL
It is widely accepted that the second order statistics of
fading envelope processes are closely related to the statistics of
burst errors. This suggests the possibility that fading processes
can be used as an error generation mechanism. Inspired by
the promising advantages of deterministic sum-of-sinusoids
channel simulators [19], [20], in this section we will develop a
general design procedure of generating packet error sequences
based on deterministic processes.
The generation of error bursts and error-free bursts is
naturally related to fading intervals and inter-fade intervals of a
fading process, respectively. The key idea behind the proposed
generative model is to derive directly from a deterministic
process an error burst length generator and an error-free
burst length generator. The employed deterministic process
ζ̃(t) must be properly parameterized and sampled with a
certain sampling interval TA . A threshold detector then follows
after the sampled deterministic process ζ̃(kTA ), where k is a
nonnegative integer. During the simulation, the level of the
deterministic process will vary and cross the given threshold
rth from time to time. Error-free bursts are supposed to be
produced at the model’s output if the level of ζ̃(kTA ) is above
rth . The lengths of the generated error-free bursts equal the
numbers of samples in the corresponding inter-fade intervals
of ζ̃(kTA ). On the other hand, when the level of ζ̃(kTA )
falls below rth , then error bursts will occur. The error burst
lengths equal the numbers of samples in the corresponding
fading intervals of ζ̃(kTA ). Consequently, an error burst length
 rec and an error-free burst length generator
generator EB
 rec are obtained. Similar to the notations used for the
EFB
descriptive model in Section II, we simply put the tilde sign
on all affected symbols for the generative model. For example,
we write m̃B1 , ÑEF B , and ÑEB (me ).
A. The Parametrization of the Sampled Deterministic Process
The first step for the design of the proposed generative
model lies in the parametrization of the employed deterministic process based on the known quantities obtained from
the target packet error sequences. In the following, a general
idea is described to estimate the parameters of the underlying
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deterministic process used in the generative model. The levelcrossing rate (LCR) Ñζ (rth ) at the chosen threshold rth is
fitted to the desired occurrence rate REB = Np NEB /Tt of
error bursts. Here, Np stands for the packet size and Tt denotes the total transmission time of the reference transmission
system, from which the target packet error sequence of length
Nt is obtained. Also, the ratio R̃B of the average duration
of fades (ADF) T̃ζ− (rth ) at rth to the average duration of
inter-fades (ADIF) T̃ζ+ (rth ) at rth is adapted to the desired
ratio RB = MEB /MEF B . Moreover, we must ensure that the
sampling interval TA is chosen sufficiently small in order to
detect most of the level crossings and fading intervals at deep
levels, i.e., rth  1.
Basically, any forms of deterministic processes, e.g., in
[13]–[17] and [19]–[21], with different degrees of complexities
can be utilized for our purpose. In this paper, we will only
consider the following simple continuous-time deterministic
process [16]
(1)
ζ̃(t) = |µ̃1 (t) + j µ̃2 (t)|
where
µ̃i (t) =

Ni


ci,n cos(2πfi,n t + θi,n ) , i = 1, 2 .

(2)

Tζ+ (r) =


fi,n

= fmax sin


π
1
(n − )
2Ni
2

(4)

respectively. Here, σ0 is the square root of the mean power of
µ̃i (t) and fmax represents the maximum Doppler frequency.
When using the MEDS with Ni ≥ 7, it has been shown
in [20] that the LCR Ñζ (r) of ζ̃(t) is very close to the LCR
Nζ (r) of a Rayleigh process, which is given by

β
pζ (r) , r ≥ 0
Nζ (r) =
(5)
2π
where
(6)
β = 2(πσ0 fmax )2
and
pζ (r) =

r
r2
), r≥0
exp(−
2σ02
σ02

(7)

denotes the Rayleigh distribution. It can also be shown that the
ADF T̃ζ− (r) and the ADIF T̃ζ+ (r) of ζ̃(t) approximate very
well the desired quantities Tζ− (r) and Tζ+ (r), respectively, of
a Rayleigh process. They are given by



2π σ02
r2
Tζ− (r) =
(8)
exp( 2 ) − 1 , r ≥ 0
β r
2σ0

(9)

It then follows that the ratio R̃B can be expressed as
R̃B =

T̃ζ− (rth )

T̃ζ+ (rth )

≈

Tζ− (rth )
r2
= exp( th2 ) − 1 .
Tζ+ (rth )
2σ0

(10)

The confronted task now is to find a proper parameter
vector Ψ = (N1 , N2 , rth , σ0 , fmax , TA ), which influences the
statistical behavior of the underlying deterministic process, so
Tζ (rth )
that the following conditions can be fulfilled: RB = Tζ− (rth )
+
and REB = Nζ (rth ). For our purpose at hand, it is not
necessary to include all elements of the parameter vector Ψ
in the design. We can first fix N1 , N2 , and rth by choosing
reasonable values, e.g., N1 = 9, N2 = 10, and rth = 0.09.
Tζ (rth )
Then, performing RB = Tζ− (rth ) , σ0 can be calculated
+
according to the following expression
rth
σ0 = 
.
(11)
2 ln(1 + RB )
With the help of the relation REB = Nζ (rth ), fmax is given
by

n=1

In (2), Ni defines the number of sinusoids, ci,n , fi,n , and θi,n
are called the gains, the discrete frequencies, and the phases,
respectively. By using the method of exact Doppler spread
(MEDS) [20], the phases θi,n are considered as the realizations
of a random generator uniformly distributed over (0, 2π], while
ci,n and fi,n are given by

2
(3)
ci,n = σ0
Ni

2π σ02
, r≥0.
β r

fmax = √

Np NEB
.
πσ0 Tt pζ (rth )

(12)

The substitution of (7) into (12) yields the following explicit
expression
fmax =

Np NEB (1 + RB )

.
Tt 2π ln(1 + RB )

(13)

Equation (13) clearly states that fmax is completely determined by Np , NEB , RB , and Tt , but not influenced by rth
and σ0 . The sampling interval TA for small values of rth can
suitably be chosen as follows [16]


4
TA ≈ √ Tζ− (rth ) −1 + 1 + 10qs /3
(14)
5π
where qs is a very small quantity determining the maximum
measurement error of the LCR. This implies that the probability of undetectable level crossings at rth is not larger than
qs . Using (8), (14) can finally be expressed as
r2

4σ0 [exp( 2σth2 ) − 1] 

0
√
TA ≈
−1 + 1 + 10qs /3 .
5πrth fmax

(15)

With the resulting parameter vector Ψ, a sampled deterministic process ζ̃(kTA ) is simulated within the necessary time
interval [0, T̃t ], i.e., 0 ≤ kTA ≤ T̃t . Here, T̃t = Tt Ñt /Nt
with Ñt denoting the required length of the generated packet
error sequence. The total numbers of the generated error
busts ÑEB and error-free bursts ÑEF B can approximately be
Ñt
t
estimated from ÑEB =  Ñ
Nt NEB and ÑEF B =  Nt NEF B ,
respectively. Here, x stands for the nearest integer to x
towards minus infinity. In this manner, an error burst length
 rec with ÑEB entries and an error-free burst
recorder EB
 rec with ÑEF B entries are derived.
length recorder EFB
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B. The Mappers
Detailed investigations have shown that the obtained
 rec are not suitable to directly
 rec and EFB
recorders EB
generate an acceptable EBD and EFBD, respectively. Therefore, the second step of the design procedure is to develop two appropriate mappers, which map the lengths of
the generated error bursts and error-free bursts to the corresponding desired lengths. The idea of the mappers is to
 rec such that ÑEB (me ) =
 rec and EFB
properly modify EB


NEB (me ) and ÑEF B (mē ) = NEF
B (mē ) hold, respectively.
Ñt

t
Here, NEB (me ) equals  Nt NEB (me ) or  Ñ
Nt NEB (me ) +
1 for different error burst lengths me in order to fulfill

mB2


me =mB1 NEB (me ) = ÑEB . Similarly, NEF B (mē ) equals
Ñt
Ñt
 Nt NEF B (mē ) or  Nt NEF B (mē ) + 1 for different errormB̄2

free burst lengths mē to satisfy
mē =mB̄1 NEF B (mē ) =
ÑEF B . Note that the resulting EBD P̃EB (me ) will match well
the desired EBD PEB (me ), since ÑEB (me ) is almost proportional to NEB (me ). Also, the resulting EFBD P̃EF B (mē ) will
be close to the desired one PEF B (mē ).
Next, we will only show how to design the mapper for
 rec . For each error
 rec . The same idea applies also to EFB
EB
burst length value me (mB1 ≤ me ≤ mB2 ), we first find the
corresponding values 1me and 2me (m̃B1 ≤ 1me , 2me ≤ m̃B2 )
 rec to satisfy the following conditions
in EB
2me −1




NEB
(me )

(16)


≥ NEB
(me ) .

(17)

ÑEB (l)

<

l=1me
2

me


ÑEB (l)

l=1me

Let us define
N2me =


NEB
(me )

2me −1

−



ÑEB (l) .

(18)

l=1me

2me −1

2
Clearly,
l=1me ÑEB (l) + Nme = NEB (me ) holds. This
indicates that if we map all error burst lengths between 1me
and 2me − 1, while only N2me error burst lengths of 2me in
 rec to me , then ÑEB (me ) = N  (me ) will be satisfied.
EB
EB
Note that 1mB1 = m̃B1 and 2mB2 = m̃B2 hold. In summary,
the mapper for the error burst length generator works as
follows: if l (1me ≤ l < 2me − 1) samples of the deterministic
process are observed in a fading interval, then a mapping
l → me is first performed and afterwards an error burst with
length me is generated.
C. The Generation of Packet Error Sequences
The third step for the design procedure of the DPBGM is to
generate packet error sequences from the modified recorders
 rec after the mappers. The generation of
 rec and EFB
EB
 rec
error-free bursts is straightforward since each entry of EFB
is simply interpreted as the number of consecutive zeros.

For generating error bursts, it is convenient to first construct
 j (j = 1, 2, . . . , ÑEB ), which reflect
parameter vectors ECG
 rec by listing the
the infrastructure of each error burst in EB
corresponding consecutive cluster lengths and gap lengths. To
this end, we first have to find all vectors ECGi corresponding
to error bursts with length me in EBrec . Then, for all error
 rec , we assign randomly
bursts with the same length me in EB

ECGj from all possible vectors ECGi . With such a vector
 j , an error burst is generated by combining consecutive
ECG
error clusters (ones) and gaps (zeros). The resulting packet
error sequence is simply the combination of consecutively
generated error bursts and error-free bursts. The block diagram
of the obtained generative model is depicted in Fig. 1. It
should be emphasized that, although the simulation set-up
phase (determining the parameters and designing the mappers)
of the proposed DPBGM requires relatively long time, the
simulation run phase (generation of packet error sequences)
is fast. This is due to the fact that the developed DPBGM
avoids a bit-by-bit processing of error sequences by directly
determining error burst and error-free burst lengths.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
In this section, we validate the accuracy and efficiency
of the proposed DPBGM by applying the mechanism to
experimental binary packet error sequences collected at the
radio link layer of a coded GPRS system. The transmitter
part of the GPRS system consists of a convolutional encoder,
a burst interleaver, and a Gaussian minimum shift keying
(GMSK) modulator, while the receiver side includes a GMSK
demodulator, a Viterbi equalizer, a burst deinterleaver, a convolutional decoder, and a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for
error detection. As an example, the coding scheme 3 (CS3)
specified for GPRS [18] was employed by the convolutional
encoder. Here, we have considered a TU propagation channel
profile with co-channel interference. The mobile speed was set
to be v=3 km/h. No frequency hopping was used. The data
were transmitted by frames or packets of Np =456 bits with
a transmission rate of Fs =270.8 kb/s. One frame contains
four time-division multiple access (TDMA) bursts of 114 bits.
A packet error sequence is formed by assigning a zero to
a correctly decoded packet and a one to an error packet,
which contains at least one undecodable error. Fig. 2 plots the
resulting average frame error rate (FER) of the coded GPRS
system. The target packet error sequences of length Nt = 106
were produced at carrier-to-interference ratios (CIRs) of 5 dB,
7 dB, 8 dB, 9 dB, 11 dB, 13 dB, 15 dB, 17 dB, 19 dB, 21 dB,
23 dB, and 25 dB. The total transmission time is therefore
Tt = 456Nt /Fs ≈ 1684 s, which is about 28 minutes.
Error sequences of length Ñt = 1.2 × 106 were generated
by using the proposed DPBGM. The GDs, the EFRDs, the
ECDs, the EBDs and EFBDs with η = 80, the BEPDs
with n=55, and the PECFs calculated from the target and
generated packet error sequences were compared. Also, the
relevant results of a six-state SFM [4] were presented for
comparison purposes. The transition probability matrix of a
K-state SFM is calculated by expressing the EFRD P (0m0 /1)
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated a general procedure of
developing a fast binary packet-level generative model with
a properly parameterized and sampled deterministic process
followed by a threshold detector and two parallel mappers. It is
shown by simulation results that the proposed DPBGM has the
attractive capability to reproduce accurately all the interested
burst error statistics of the underlying descriptive model.
Compared with a traditional Markov model, the suggested
DPBGM is superior from both the accuracy and efficiency
points of view. The developed DPBGM is very useful for the
design and performance evaluation of media access control
(MAC) layer [1], link control layer [6], [22], and higher layer
wireless communication protocols [1].
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